August 29, 2019
Senator Anthony Portantino, Chair
Senate Appropriations Committee
State Capitol, Room 2206
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: AB 1424 (Berman) - Oppose
Dear Chair Portantino:
Consumer Reports1 respectfully writes in opposition to AB 1424, because it would create
barriers for consumers using public electric vehicle (EV) charging stations.
Paying for EV charging should be as simple as paying for gas, but right now, most EV charging
stations don’t have an easy way to pay with a credit card. Recent Air Resources Board (ARB)
regulations aimed at improving convenience require new public EV chargers to offer chip card
readers as a payment option.2 But AB 1424 would block that rule from taking effect, leaving EV
drivers stuck with membership-specific payment options that vary from charger to charger and
other options that are less convenient than ubiquitous chip cards, such as contactless credit
card readers.
Less than 5% of consumers have contactless credit cards, and contactless card transactions
account for less than 1% of transactions for all goods and services3 in the United States, while
chip card transactions accounted for 56% in 2018.4 EV drivers should, at a minimum, have
access to the current market standard for paying for gasoline and other goods and services
when paying to charge their vehicle.
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Contactless card systems require consumers to sign up for memberships and subscription
services with special payment cards and apps for each EV charging system. Although there is
some coordination among networks, this complicated and fractured payment system will
continue to frustrate consumers by requiring proprietary cards and memberships that are not
required for gasoline purchases.
We understand the stated purpose of AB 1424 was to prevent the ARB from mandating that EV
charging stations retrofit previously installed chargers with credit card readers. However, the
ARB virtually eliminated that part of the rule.5 ARB also included a “technology review” to avoid
locking public charging companies into maintaining obsolete equipment if consumers adopt new
forms of payment in greater numbers. The adopted regulations therefore create no requirement
for companies to retrofit their chargers, so AB 1424 is not needed.
Finally, the cost of simply providing EV drivers with the same payment convenience afforded to
those driving gasoline cars is only a fraction of the installation cost. According to the ARB, the
estimated cost of installing a chip reader is on average $371 per charger,6 which Siemens, an
EV charger parts manufacturer, estimates is less than 5% of the total cost of installing a new
typical7 charger and less than 1% of the cost of installing a new fast8 charger.9 Yet AB 1424
would allow companies to inconvenience consumers and complicate EV charging by
overturning regulations mandating that public EV chargers provide access to chip card readers,
which could reduce consumers’ appetite for electric vehicles and set back California’s progress
on lowering vehicle emissions.
For these reasons, we must respectfully oppose AB 1424. Please do not hesitate to contact us
with any questions.
Sincerely,
Alfred J. Artis
Policy Analyst
Consumer Reports
Cc:
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